Dear Ina

Kindly find Mr Dagnachew Wakene's thesis for replacing the uploaded one. His student number is: 16101375.

Hi Gubela

I have gone through the document and I am satisfied with the formatting.

Thanks for your time

Mags

Dr Margaret Margaret Wazakili (Post-Doctoral Research Fellow): Stellenbosch University and Research Associate: University of Dublin, Trinity College, Centre for Global Health, Ireland.

Physical address:
Stellenbosch University, Tygerberg Campus, Centre for Rehabilitation Studies, African Policy on Disability and Development (APODD), P.O. Box 19063 Tygerberg 7505, South Africa.
Tel: +27 (0) 21 939 9817 (office);
+27 (0) 826373453 (cell);
Fax: +27 (0) 21 9389855 Website: www.a-podd.org
http://www.a-podd.org/

Supervisor: Dr. Margaret Wazakili: 15950689
Co-supervisor: Ms. Siphokazi Gcaza: 14628171

With best wishes

Gubela

Will wait to hear from you Mags if everything is fine with the thesis.

Gubela
Good morning Gubela,

I think the error you picked up is now sorted out.

Peace,

Dag

Dagnachew that formatting issue raised its head again in page 1 - kindly correct ASAP and send back.

With best wishes

Gubela

Hi everyone,

Kindly, please find the thesis attached herewith. All the suggested formatting corrections have been made and the thesis is definitely ready (AND safe) to go online anytime now!

Best regards,

Dagnachew

Hi Dag

Please find your thesis. Gubela suggests that you should do the formatting yourself, which is only fair. Please make sure your page numbers are formatted without lines, over and above
reformatting your appendices, I mean removing the unwanted pages. Please do this asap and send a word doc, the centre will save it in PDF.

Good luck
Mags

Dr Margaret Margaret Wazakili (Post-Doctoral Research Fellow): Stellenbosch University and Research Associate: University of Dublin, Trinity College, Centre for Global Health, Ireland.

Physical address:
Stellenbosch University, Tygerberg Campus, Centre for Rehabilitation Studies, African Policy on Disability and Development (APODD), P.O. Box 19063 Tygeberg 7505, South Africa.
Tel: +27 (0) 21 939 9817 (office);
    +27 (0) 826373453 (cell);
Fax: +27 (0) 21 9389855 Website: www.a-podd.org
http://www.a-podd.org/

From: Mji, G, Ms <gumji@sun.ac.za> [gumji@sun.ac.za]
Sent: 07 April 2011 02:49 PM
To: Wazakili, M, Dr
Cc: Jyothi Chabilall
Subject: FW: DAGNACHEW

Kindly find Dagnachew's thesis that was loaded- kindly scroll down - you will see that at the end of each pg there is a certain type of formatting - might have been transferred from his computer- he also need to remove this.

Can you urgently send the thesis to him and him must send the thesis back without the page he is not happy about as well as remove the formatting at the end of the each page. He cannot work on the thesis at all otherwise it will not be accepted. He need to send it back ASAP.

With best wishes

Gubela

From: Jyothi Chabilall [mailto:jyothichabilall16@gmail.com]
Sent: 06 April 2011 15:52
To: Mji, G, Ms <gumji@sun.ac.za>
Subject: DAGNACHEW

Gubela

Please find the thesis attached.

Jyothi